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Questions on South African Tax Two Thousand and Fourteen with Selected
Solutions 2014 a core study text for the att qualification
Irish Taxation, Law and Practice 2014/2015 2014 full syllabus coverage
of service tax central excise customs vat and cst use of simple language
with a clear examination focus recent amendments made by finance act
2014 highlighted recent circulars notifications and case laws examples
and solved illustrations for crystallization of concepts use of tables
and flowcharts for easy understanding of concepts student friendly
presentation for effective learning chapter overview at the beginning of
each chapter self examination questions at the end of each chapter short
revision notes for quick revision at the end of each chapter
Tours, Amboise, Chenoncean, Loches, Chinon, Langeais et leurs environs
1925 capturing the core challenges faced by the international tax regime
this timely research handbook assesses the impacts of these challenges
on a range of stakeholders evaluating various paths to reform at a time
when international tax policy is a topic high on politicians agendas
2 2012-12-01 the increasingly digitalized global economy is undermining
the usefulness of many traditional tax concepts in addition to issues of
double taxation and double non taxation important questions arise
concerning the allocation of taxing rights in respect of income from
cross border digital transactions this is the first book to analyse what
changes are possible necessary and feasible in order to forestall the
unravelling of the existing international tax framework focusing in turn
on the legal framework specific proposals for adapting tax concepts for
the digital economy types of transactions and administrative issues such
as those around data protection and digital currencies the expert
contributors discuss such challenges to taxation as the following the
pervasiveness of intangible assets new value creation models the
ascendance of the sharing economy and digital services virtual
currencies the importance of user participation for digital platforms
cloud computing the impact of big data on tax enforcement virtual
business presence and the influence of robotization throughout the
authors describe and analyse proposals made by the organisation for
economic co operation and development oecd the european union eu and
individual countries and their likely impact going forward they also
attend to the limits imposed on reform possibilities by public
international law eu law and constitutional law it is generally
acknowledged that there is a need to monitor how the digital
transformation may be impacting value creation this book is a key
milestone toward developing a durable long term solution to the tax
challenges posed by the digitalization of the economy with its thorough
scrutiny of proposals for digital services tax and virtual permanent
establishments insightful analysis of digital services and detailed
description of the impact of big data on tax administration and taxpayer
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protection it will quickly prove indispensable for tax practitioners and
the international tax community more generally
Student’s Handbook on Indirect Taxes 2020-12-25 acca approved and valid
for exams from june 2017 up to 31 march 2018 becker s study text has
been approved and quality assured by the acca s examining team this
edition covers the 2016 finance act it includes an introductory session
containing the syllabus and study guide and approach to examining the
syllabus to familiarise you with the content of this paper comprehensive
coverage of the entire syllabus focus on learning outcomes visual
overviews illustrations and exhibits examples with solutions definition
of terms exam advice and key points commentaries session summaries end
of session quizzes and a bank of questions containing question practice
for every topic model answers and workings and tutorial notes
Research Handbook on International Taxation 2019-05-01 global
developments in basic income have reinvigorated political debates on the
necessity of progressing to universal basic income implementation basic
income is a powerful strategy for addressing poverty gaps and growing
inequality this book provides new insights and strategies from an
australian political economy perspective to respond to implementation
challenges and distributive justice the book positions the disability
dimension and disability pensions in relation to basic income to explore
strategies for strengthening universal provisions it illustrates the
need for socially just conditions and adequate financing to underpin
redistribution as a way of safeguarding the sustainability of basic
income
Tax and the Digital Economy 2017-04-15 offering a comprehensive
exploration of eu taxation law this engaging research handbook
investigates the associated legal principles in the context of both
direct and indirect taxation the important issues and debates arising
from these general principles are expertly unpicked with leading
scholars examining the status quo as well as setting out a clear agenda
for future research
ACCA Approved - F6 Taxation (UK) - Finance Act 2016 (June 2017 to March
2018 exams) 2019-12-03 1 issue forfeiture and reissue of shares 2 issue
of rights bonus shares and buy back of shares 3 issue and redemption of
preference shares 4 issue of debentures 5 redemption of debentures 6
final accounts of companies 7 disposal of profits 8 valuation of
goodwill 9 valuation of shares 10 accounting for amalgamation of
companies as per a s 14 icai 11 internal reconstruction 12 consolidated
balance sheet of holding companies parent companies with a s 21
Basic Income, Disability Pensions and the Australian Political Economy
2020-01-31 for corporate managers maximization of the profits and the
market value of the firm is a prime objective the logical working out of
this principle in multinational enterprises has led to an intense focus
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on transfer pricing between related companies principally on account of
the very attractive tax advantages made possible inevitably numerous
countries have established transfer pricing legislation designed to
combat the distortions and manipulations that are inherent in such
transactions this important book one of the first in depth analysis of
the current worldwide working of transfer pricing in intra group
financing and its resonance in law presents the relevant issues related
to loans financial guarantees and cash pooling analyses an innovative
possible approach to these issues and describes new methodologies that
can be implemented in practice in order to make intra group financing
more compliant with efficient corporate financing decisions and the
generally accepted oecd arm s length principle comparing the tax
measures implemented in the corporate tax law systems of forty countries
this study investigates such aspects of intra group financing as the
following corporate finance theories studies and surveys regarding
financing decisions application of the arm s length principle to limit
the deductibility of interest expenses impact of the oecd s base erosion
and profit shifting beps project transfer pricing issues related to
intra group financing credit risk in corporate finance rationales
utilized by credit rating agencies and the assessment of arm s length
nature of intra group financing the author describes ways in which the
application of the arm s length principle can be strengthened and how
the related risk of distortion and manipulation can be minimized the
solutions and methodologies proposed are applicable to any business
sector given that determination of the arm s length nature of
transactions between related companies is one of the most difficult
tasks currently faced by taxpayers and tax administrations around the
world this thorough assessment and analysis will prove extraordinarily
useful for in house and advisory practitioners corporate officers
academics international organizations and government officials charged
with finding effective responses to the serious issues raised in
addition to its well researched analysis the book s comparative overview
of how loans financial guarantees and cash pooling are currently
addressed by oecd member states and by their national courts is of great
practical value in business decision making
Research Handbook on European Union Taxation Law 2023-10-08 with the
ongoing expansion of outbound foreign direct investment fdi in the
countries representing the brics economic bloc brazil russia india china
and south africa and with all of them at the same time listed among the
top seven countries plagued by tax evasion and avoidance in the guise of
illicit out ows the ve governments both individually and through
cooperative initiatives have devised new international tax strategies
that are proving to be of great interest and value to other countries
both developing and developed the core of these strategies addresses the
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necessity of stemming the out ow of revenue while strongly supporting
fdi both inbound and outbound while complying with international
obligations including those arising from human rights laws this book is
the rst in depth commentary on this new and evolving area of
international tax law the detailed analysis covers the entire eld of
brics international tax law considering topics such as the following
information exchange procedures and pitfalls response to the oecd s base
erosion and pro t sharing beps initiative role of bilateral and
multilateral double taxation conventions including the multilateral
instrument and the bilateral investment treaties thin capitalization
transfer pricing controlled foreign corporation rules shortcomings
related to authorities limited manpower international audit and
investigation procedures the brics approach to residence and mandatory
and binding arbitration and the brics approach to shaping the developing
world s international tax system notably the author personally conducted
interviews with senior international representatives of the brics tax
authorities as well as with leading brics academics and practitioners
tax cases together with human rights and investment cases and
administrative guidelines in all ve countries are also included in the
analysis the study concludes with recommendations for improving each of
the ve countries tax law and procedures especially in the area of
dispute resolution the author s goal is to extend the existing body of
knowledge of the brics international tax laws in order to assist in
developing an understanding of the brics approach to dealing with
evasion and avoidance an approach which facilitates both outbound and
inbound fdi simpli es tax authority administration and establishes a
basis for resolving international disputes which is compatible with
sovereignty in achieving this objective the author has produced a major
work that is of immeasurable value to tax advisers government and
governance of cials academics and researchers both in developing
international taxation strategies and in helping to resolve disputes
with tax authorities
Problems & Solutions In Corporate Accounting 2013-10-20 presumptive
income taxes in the form of a tax on turnover for smes are pervasive as
a way to reduce the costs of compliance and administration we analyze a
model where entrepreneurs allocate labor to the formal and informal
sectors formal sector income is subjected either to a corporate income
tax or a tax on turnover depending on whether their turnover exceeds a
threshold we characterize the private sector equilibrium for any given
configuration of tax policy parameters corporate income tax rate
turnover tax rate and threshold given private behavior social welfare is
optimized we interpret the first order conditions for welfare
maximization to identify the key margins and then simulate a calibrated
version of the model
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Transfer Pricing Aspects of Intra-Group Financing 2016-04-24 this
edition brings the book completely up to date with the provisions of
finance no 2 act 2017 and finance act 2018 including making tax digital
mtd developments scottish rates of income tax reduction in the dividend
allowance gift aid donor benefit rules cash basis for property income
mileage rates for landlords reforms to venture capital schemes increase
in the diesel supplement increase in r d expenditure credit freezing of
indexation allowance reform of corporation tax loss relief freezing of
vat registration threshold
BRICS and International Tax Law 2019-05-07 1 profit or loss prior to and
after incorporation 2 issue of bonus shares 3 accounting for
amalgamation of companies as per a s 14 including absorption 4
accounting for reconstruction of a company 5 liquidation of company
winding up of company voluntary liquidation only 6 holding and
subsidiary companies preparation of consolidated balance sheet and
statement of profit loss 7 accounting of non trading organisations
institutions 8 insolvency accounts 9 accounts of banking companies
The Optimal Turnover Threshold and Tax Rate for SMEs 2018-08-15 within
the european union direct taxation is an area which often provokes
controversy due to tensions between the tax sovereignty of the
individual member states and the desire for an integrated internal
market this book offers a critical review of the legislative and case
law developments in this area at the eu level and reviews the european
commission s proposed solutions in light of their concerns regarding the
proper functioning of the eu s internal market luca cerioni set out a
series of benchmarks determined from the objectives expressed by the
european commission including the elimination of double taxation and
double non taxation the simplification of cross border tax compliance
the reduction of abusive forum shopping practices and general aggressive
tax planning strategies legal certainty for all businesses and
individuals carrying on activities and receiving income in more than one
eu member state cerioni uses these benchmarks to ask which directives
and or rulings have left legal uncertainty and which have ended up
creating or increasing the scope for aggressive tax planning the book
puts forward a comprehensive solution for a new optimal regime relating
to tax residence which would contribute to the eu project to the mutual
benefit of member states and taxpayers as a thorough and critical
discussion of eu tax rules in force and of the european court s case law
in direct taxation this book will be of great use to academic
researchers and students of eu law tax practitioners and policy makers
at the eu and national level
Melville's Taxation: Finance Act 2018 2022-05-17 this book provides a
comprehensive analysis of current techniques for profit shifting and tax
base erosion in the area of corporate taxation and measurement firstly
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it explains the relevance of the issue at hand profit shifting and base
erosion in the context of the 21st century in turn the book provides a
comprehensive analysis of available techniques for the identification
and measurement of profit shifting and base erosion which adopt both the
macro and micro perspective it also provides examples from selected post
communist countries now in the eu including the czech republic poland
and hungary concrete recommendations for economic policy round out the
coverage
Problems & Solutions in Specialised Accounting - SBPD Publications
2015-06-05 siness models adopted by insurance companies and comparative
analysis of double tax treaty policies adopted in a number of countries
with respect to the permanent establishment provision in the insurance
business highlighting switzerland for comparative purposes in a
concluding chapter the author proposes changes to the definition of the
dependent agent permanent establishment currently enshrined in the model
treaties and their respective commentaries aligning such a definition to
the regulatory framework in which insurance companies conduct their
business in countries other than that of incorporation as a highly
significant and timely contribution to the study of the interplay
between insurance regulation and tax implications this very original
work will prove of especial value to practitioners in international tax
and insurance law as well as professionals in the financial services
sector and tax academics
The European Union and Direct Taxation 2021-07-14 cloud computing may be
borderless but taxes are territorial it is easy to imagine how the two
concepts can clash much effort has gone into harmonizing tax rules
across borders with the result that many jurisdictions have very similar
tax rules even so taxation remains a basic expression of national
sovereignty the goal of this thesis is to examine how international tax
law applies to the cross border cloud computing business both
multinational providers and customers of cloud computing services are
analyzed reflecting three traditional areas of international tax
scholarship the goal could be stated in three questions which
jurisdictions have the right to tax what kinds of cloud computing
transactions can be taxed what amount of the profit is taxable in more
technical terms this means enquiring into how the use of cloud computing
affects the permanent establishment status of taxpayers how the
different kinds of cloud computing transactions are characterized under
international double taxation treaties and how the calculation of
taxable cloud computing profit is affected by transfer pricing in light
of the current political events the thesis also offers recommendations
de lege lata through a systematic approach its first part assesses the
current taxation of cloud computing the second part evaluates whether
the findings of this initial assessment conform to various superior
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principles of good rulemaking it identifies which of the present tax
rules ought to be adapted the final part considers how the rules could
be amended to become more compliant with the superior principles in this
way part i embodies the thesis part ii the antithesis and part iii seeks
a synthesis
Profit Shifting and Tax Base Erosion 2021-04-22 using an
interdisciplinary focus this book combines the research disciplines of
philosophy business management and sustainability to aid and advance
scholar and practitioner understanding of the united nations sustainable
development goals sdgs
The Concept of Permanent Establishment in the Insurance Business
2020-10-07 achieving the sustainable development goals through finance
technology and law reform achieving the sdgs requires a fundamental
rethink from businesses and governments across the globe to make the
ambitious goals a reality trillions of dollars need to be harnessed to
mobilise finance and accelerate progress towards the sdgs bringing
together leaders from the world bank the financial and business sectors
the startup community and academia this important topically relevant
volume explains what the sdgs are how they came about and how they can
be accelerated real world case studies and authoritative insights
address how to direct investment of existing financial resources and re
align the global financial system to reflect the sdgs in depth chapters
discuss how financial institutions such as ubs wealth management
manulife asset management and moody s rating agency are supporting the
sdgs the opportunities arising from blockchain big data digital identity
and cutting edge fintech and regtech applications are explored whilst
the relevance of sustainable and transparent global supply chains is
underscored significant attention is paid to law reform which can
accelerate progress of the sdgs through sme financing crowdfunding peer
to peer lending and tax restructuring to achieve the world we want much
needs to be done the recommendations contained within this book are
critical for supporting a fundamental shift in thinking from business
and governments around the world and for building a more just and
prosperous future for all
International Taxation of Cloud Computing 2019-09-30 1 analysis and
interpretation of financial statements 2 ratio analysis 3 fund flow
analysis 4 cash flow statement 5 break even point or cost volume profit
analysis 6 business budgeting 7 budgetary control 8 standard costing and
cost variance analysis 9 responsibility accounting 10 differential cost
analysis 11 marginal costing and absorption costing 12 decision
accounting and marginal costing system
Philosophy of Management and Sustainability 2019-08-27 a fast growing
portion of overall taxable consumption is now realized via online
supplies and this digital economy is a virtual reality in which
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suppliers and consumers conclude numerous transactions unrestrained by
time and place the contrast with traditional sales tax and value added
tax vat systems which are based on a physical supply between parties
could not be more evident among jurisdictions worldwide the european
union eu took the lead in designing a legal framework for vat on
electronically supplied goods and services this book with contributions
by internationally re owned academics revenue officials and tax advisors
provides a broad and up to date overview of the eu 2015 rules and an
analysis of such elements as the gradual realization of the destination
principle the fight against e commerce fraud and simplification of
compliance obligations by means of the mini one stop shop moss topics
covered include the vat dimension of the digital fixed establishment
businesses as tax collectors auditing under moss internet search engines
virtual currencies such as bitcoins cloud computing and technology based
solutions for the assessment and collection of vat on online supplies
relevant eu legislation is annexed because of its clear and practical
analysis to these issues this book will appeal to tax authorities and
counsel who need to ensure proper taxation of online supplies at
destination with the least possible administrative costs and the lowest
possible compliance burdens because of its forward looking approach it
is a must for all public and private sector professionals concerned with
vat
Sustainable Development Goals 2021-10-15 1 final accounts of companies 2
managerial remuneration 3 disposal of profits 4 profit or loss prior to
and after incorporation 5 valuation of goodwill 6 valuation of shares 7
accounts of public utility companies electricity company 8 consolidated
balance sheet of holding companies parent companies with as 21 9
liquidation of company voluntary liquidation only 10 accounting for
amalgamation of companies as per a s 14 icai 11 internal reconstruction
12 accounts of banking companies 13 annual accounts of life insurance
companies 14 accounts of general insurance companies 15 insurance claim
16 issue of rights bonus shares and buy back of shares
Problems & Solutions In Management Accounting-SBPD Publication
2015-11-18 1 management accounting meaning scope and functions 2
accounting principles concepts and conventions 3 financial statements 4
analysis and interpretation of financial statements 5 ratio analysis 6
fund flow analysis 7 cash flow statement 8 break even point or cost
volume profit analysis 9 business budgeting 10 budgetary control 11
standard costing and cost variance analysis 12 responsibility accounting
13 differential cost analysis 14 marginal costing and absorption costing
15 decision accounting and marginal costing system
Value Added Tax and the Digital Economy 2020-06-30 an excellent book for
commerce students appearing in competitive professional and other
examinations 1 management accounting meaning scope and functions 2
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accounting principles concepts and conventions 3 financial statements 4
analysis and interpretation of financial statements 5 ratio analysis 6
fund flow analysis 7 cash flow statement 8 break even point or cost
volume profit analysis 9 business budgeting 10 budgetary control 11
standard costing and cost variance analysis 12 responsibility accounting
13 differential cost analysis 14 marginal costing and absorption costing
15 decision accounting and marginal costing system
Problems & Solutions In Corporate Accounting by Dr. S. K. Singh
2021-12-03 tax treaty law and eu tax law in connection with hybrid
entities hybrid entities have traditionally been used as an avenue for
international tax planning and extending benefits under tax treaties to
such entities has been a source of controversy for many years now
although the oecd partnership report provided solid policy footing on
this issue there was still no common legal basis that countries could
rely on for such positions the increasing focus of countries towards the
curbing of tax avoidance and abuse involving hybrid mismatch
arrangements culminated in a specific action plan in the beps project
being dedicated to the design of domestic rules and the development of
treaty provisions that would neutralize the tax effects of such
arrangements this volume provides an in depth analysis of various
aspects of this topic it is divided into two parts the first dealing
exclusively with tax treaty issues arising in connection with hybrid
entities and the second dealing with eu tax law issues surrounding
hybrid entities the former part comprises chapters analysing how tax
treaties have historically dealt with this issue with a focus on
domestic court jurisprudence the positions in the oecd and the un model
conventions the developments that have come about owing to the beps
project and the impact of several existing measures regimes and vehicles
on these tax treaty provisions the latter part comprises chapters on how
hybrid entities are dealt with under primary eu law under various
secondary law directives including the newly enacted anti tax avoidance
directives and an analysis of policy solutions offered in this direction
Accounting For Managerial Decisions- SBPD Publications 2020-12-15 this
book seeks durable solutions for tax crime and is a great resource for
the development of knowledge policy and law on tax crime the book
uniquely blends current practice with new approaches to countering tax
crime with insights from the eu funded project protax which conducts
advanced research on tax crimes the book comparatively analyses the eu s
tax crime measures and the ten global principles tgps on fighting tax
crime by the organisation for economic cooperation and development oecd
the study critically examines how the tgps can serve as minimum
standards for the eu to counter tax crime such as tax evasion and tax
fraud the study also analyses how the anti tax avoidance package can be
graduated to fight tax crime in the eu when escalated the strengths of
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the eu tax crime measures and tgps can form a fortress in which criminal
law can be empowered to mitigate tax crimes with greater effect the book
will be particularly useful for end user stakeholders such as tax policy
makers leas professional enablers as well as academics and students
interested in productive interaction between tax criminal and
administrative laws
Financial Statement Analysis by Dr. Jitendra Sonar - (English)
2020-09-03 the papers in volume 29 of tax policy and the economy
illustrate the depth and breadth of the taxation related research by
nber research associates both in terms of methodological approach and in
terms of topics in the first paper former nber president martin
feldstein estimates how much revenue the federal government could raise
by limiting tax expenditures in various ways such as capping deductions
and exclusions the second paper by george bulman and caroline hoxby
makes use of a substantial expansion in the availability of education
tax credits in 2009 to study whether tax credits have a significant
causal effect on college attendance and related outcomes in the third
paper casey mulligan discusses how the affordable care act aca
introduces or expands taxes on income and on full time employment in the
fourth paper bradley heim ithai lurie and kosali simon focus on the
young adult provision of the aca that allows young adults to be covered
by their parents insurance policies they find no meaningful effects of
this provision on labor market outcomes the fifth paper by louis kaplow
identifies some of the key conceptual challenges to analyzing social
insurance policies such as social security in a context where
shortsighted individuals fail to save adequately for their retirement
Hybrid Entities in Tax Treaty Law 2021-03-25 since environmental issues
entered the global agenda governments have directing businesses towards
sustainability the term sustainability is commonly associated with a
firm s environmental attentiveness although there are two other areas in
which companies should be sustainable social to achieve an adequate
relationship and fluid communication with their stakeholders and
economic to accomplish transparent management and correct distribution
of the wealth that is generated the growing demand for corporate
transparency encourages the publication of sustainability or corporate
social responsibility csr reports providing information of a non
financial nature concerning the social and environmental dimensions of
business activity namely relations with local communities the protection
of human rights corporate governance and adaptation to climate change
being no exception and following the european agenda for sustainability
development several governments have implemented tax measures that
promote sustainable consumption and production patterns to reduce energy
dependence on external sources and efficiently achieve international
targets among others within a context of neutrality of the tax system
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this is where environmental tax incentives come in underlying a paradigm
shift the relationship between tax policy and environmental policy is
seen by governments as an opportunity to adjust the tax system to a more
energy efficient economy in the use of resources for instance green tax
incentives motivate investors to invest in green properties encouraging
them to opt for greener solutions that is tax incentives should be
viewed as a tool to empower taxpayers to change actions that may reduce
carbon emissions and contribute to sustainability taking on climate
change through green taxation provides applied research on increasing
green tax literacy to build the capacity of companies to adopt
sustainable practices in favor of environmental protection to raise
companies awareness of sustainable reporting and to increase
international discussion on the issue of environmental taxation and its
impact on more sustainable business decisions led by business experts
with over 20 years of experience this book will cover topics such as
corporate social responsibility environmental tax management and
sustainable tax policy this resource is ideal for policymakers corporate
governance and social responsibility professionals and researchers
interested in taxation accounting auditing finance corporate governance
and corporate social responsibility
Countering Tax Crime in the European Union 2016-01-20 limiting base
erosion from different viewpoints hybrid mismatch arrangements cfc rules
transfer pricing rules limiting base erosion the general topic for the
master theses of the part time ll m program 2015 2017 has been one of
the most controversial topics in international tax law ever since the
initiation of the oecd beps project in 2013 even though the final
reports of the 15 beps actions were released by the oecd in as early as
october 2015 the question how to effectively target base erosion
practices still has not lost any of its topicality following the efforts
of the oecd in developing a new international tax environment the focus
of attention has now partly shifted to the oecd member countries that
have to properly implement the oecd recommendations in their domestic
laws as well as in their tax treaty practice in this respect a
comprehensive analysis in the literature of all the issues related to
base erosion proves to be of the utmost importance in order to provide
practical guidance to the member countries during that the process of
implementation this book deals especially with four key areas of
interest limiting base erosion by neutralizing the effects of hybrid
mismatch arrangementslimiting base erosion by strengthening cfc
rulesmeasures against base erosion via interest deductions and other
financial paymentslimiting base erosion by improving transfer pricing
rules on that basis 27 concrete topics were chosen in order to address
the four key areas of interest from different viewpoints base erosion
and the challenges they present read more in limiting base erosion
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Tax Policy and the Economy 2023-08-10 international tax law is at a
turning point increased tax transparency the tackling of base erosion
and profit shifting beps the reconstruction of the network of bilateral
tax treaties the renewed discussion about a fair and efficient
allocation of taxing rights between states in a global digitalized
economy and the bold push for minimum corporate taxation are some
expressions of this shift this new era also demonstrates the increased
influence of international standard setters such as the oecd the un and
the eu each of these developments alone has the potential of being
disruptive to the traditional world of international tax law but
together they have the potential to reshape the international tax system
the oxford handbook of international tax law provides a comprehensive
exploration of these key issues which will shape the future of tax law
divided into eight parts this handbook traces the history of
international tax law from its earliest days until the present including
reflections on the developments that have characterized the last one
hundred years the second section places tax law within the broader
international context considering how it relates to public and private
international law as well as corporate trade and criminal law sections
three and four consider key legal principles and issues such as regional
tax treaty models oecd dispute resolution and transfer pricing versus
formulary apportionment subsequent analysis places these issues within
their european and cross border contexts providing an assessment of the
role of the ecj state aid and cross border vat section seven broadens
the scope of this analysis asking how trends in recent major economies
and regions have helped shape the current outlook the final section
considers emerging issues and the future of international tax law with
over sixty authors from 28 different countries the oxford handbook of
international tax law is an invaluable resource for scholars academics
and practitioners alike
Taking on Climate Change Through Green Taxation 2017-08-30 taxation
plays a critical role in promoting sustainable development and
developing countries face significant challenges in mobilizing domestic
resources this publication analyses a number of topics which are of
particular interest and relevance to developing countries in raising
revenues and protecting the tax base it aims at providing practical
assistance to these countries in assessing and addressing the relevant
issues in an effective way primary audiences are officials of national
tax authorities and ministries of finance in developing countries other
professionals dealing with tax matters the general public media and
universities
Limiting Base Erosion 2023-09-22 the taxation of extractive industries
exploiting oil gas or minerals is usually treated as a sovereign
national policy and administration issue this book offers a uniquely
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comprehensive overview of the theory and practice involved in designing
policies on the international aspects of fiscal regimes for these
industries with a particular focus on developing and emerging economies
international taxation and the extractive industries addresses key
topics that are not frequently covered in the literature such as the geo
political implications of cross border pipelines and the legal
implications of mining contracts and regional financial obligations the
contributors all of whom are leading researchers with experience of
working with governments and companies on these issues present an
authoritative collection of chapters the volume reviews international
tax rules covering both developments in the g20 oecd project on base
erosion and profit shifting and more radical proposals identifying core
challenges in the extractives sector this book should become a core
resource for both scholars and practitioners it will also appeal to
those interested in international tax issues more widely and those who
study environmental economics macroeconomics and development economics
The Oxford Handbook of International Tax Law 2015-12-15 about the book
largest selling book since 1964 and over the last 56 years of its
existence the book has established a reputation for itself as the most
definitive work on the subject of income tax incorporating the
provisions of the finance act 2019 the finance no 2 act 2019 the
taxation laws amendment act 2019 and the finance act 2020 as applicable
to assessment year 2020 21 provisions of the taxation and other laws
relaxation of certain provisions ordinance 2020 dated 31 3 2020 have
been incorporated in the book a simplified systematic approach to the
understanding of a complex subject written in a unique simple and easy
to understand language each topic after a theoretical exposition is
followed by illustrations to facilitate the students to master the
practical application of income tax law user friendly examination
oriented style facilitating easy comprehension of each topic solved
illustrations and questions for exercise are largest in number in
comparison to other books on income tax unsurpassed for over 56 years
the book is trusted and relied upon for accuracy and reliability
mistakeless printing on paper of superior quality at moderate price
questions from latest examination papers of various universities have
been included in the revised edition of the book at the end of each
chapter short answer objective type and short numerical questions have
been added with answers
United Nations Handbook on Selected Issues in Protecting the Tax Base of
Developing Countries 2016-09-23 an in depth analysis of various aspects
of multilateral cooperation in tax law tax evasion and aggressive tax
planning causing base erosion and profit shifting beps has been a widely
discussed topic among academics and tax policy makers over the past
decades increasing globalization and digitalization have contributed to
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the intensification of this issue in recent years at the same time
states continue to largely insist on their sovereignty in the area of
tax law however due to their cross border nature issues related to beps
are shared problems among the states and can typically not be solved by
a single nation therefore multilateral cooperation represents an option
to build a bridge between the states demand for sovereignty and the
problems caused by beps in this regard the oecd the un and the eu play
an important role in introducing international tax standards in an
attempt to effectively address tax evasion and aggressive tax planning
in many ways the interaction and cooperation between different
international supranational eu and regional organizations is an ongoing
process in this context the topic multilateral cooperation in tax law
was selected as the general topic for the master s theses of the part
time 2021 23 class of the postgraduate ll m programme in international
tax law at wu vienna university of economics and business this volume
aims to develop academic insights provide practical guidance and enable
an in depth analysis of various aspects of this topic the book is
divided into four parts the first part deals with a general overview of
the understanding of multilateral cooperation the background that led to
the need for multilateral cooperation and the different stakeholders
that play a relevant role in it while the chapters included in the
second part focus on the most important developments on an international
level oecd and un the chapters encompassed in the third part analyse the
multilateral cooperation initiatives of the eu finally the chapters
included in part four deal with selected issues related to multilateral
cooperation in tax law including mutual assistance and exchange of
information dispute resolution mechanisms and measures in digitalized
businesses
International Taxation and the Extractive Industries 2020-07-01
attribution of profits to permanent establishments issues and
developments the profit attribution to permanent establishments is one
of the most controversial topics in international tax law in recent
years it was subject to various changes based on the introduction of the
authorized oecd approach in 2008 and 2010 the outcomes of final report
on oecd beps action 7 and the final report on additional guidance on the
attribution of profits to a permanent establishment under beps action 7
from 2018 with the previous discussion drafts this publication discusses
the most important issues and recent developments related to the
attribution of profits to permanent establishments starting with an in
depth analysis on the commonalities and differences between the profit
attribution provisions in modern double tax treaties ie art 7 aoa vs art
9 oecd un models it further deals with topics such as profit attribution
to pes and pe exemptions art 5 para 4 profit attribution to agency pes
art 5 para 5 and 6 and profit attribution to a significant economic
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presence and to market states this book is based on the outcomes of the
presentations and discussions held during the wu transfer pricing
symposium that took place in october 2019 at the wu vienna university of
economics and business the authors apart from providing a theoretical
background to the discussed issues also present case studies that show
how certain issues can be approached in practice every chapter ends with
a summary of the opinions on the issues at stake of representatives of
tax administrations multinationals and tax advisories which completes
this essential practical guideline
Taxation Law & Accounts-I 2023-10-03 transfer pricing treatment of
intangibles issues und developments in recent decades intangibles have
become one of the most relevant success factors for multinational
enterprises mnes along with the increasing importance of intangibles for
economies their tax treatment has also been under scrutiny which
includes inter alia respective transfer pricing issues mnes are seeking
for the best ways to optimize their business arrangements with the
related intangibles while at the same time getting the most tax
efficient treatment on the other hand tax authorities have become
increasingly concerned with the ease that intangibles can be used in
aggressive planning these concerns have been noticed and addressed by
the organization for economic cooperation and development which
presented its main findings with respect to transfer pricing aspects of
intangibles in action 8 of the beps project in 2015 and in the 2017 oecd
transfer pricing guidelines this book is based on the outcomes of the
presentations and discussions held during the wu transfer pricing
symposium transfer pricing and intangibles current developments relevant
issues and possible solutions that took place in october 2018 at the wu
vienna university of economics and business the publication discusses
the most important issues and recent developments related to transfer
pricing treatment of intangibles starting with the definition of
intangibles it further deals with topics such as appropriate attribution
of intangible related profits structuring of intangibles in mnes and
proper valuation of intangibles the authors apart from providing a
theoretical background to the discussed issues also present case studies
that show how certain issues can be approached in practice every chapter
ends with a summary of the discussions held during the panels of the
transfer pricing symposium in which representatives of tax
administrations multinationals and tax advisories presented their
opinions on the issues at stake
Multilateral Cooperation in Tax Law 2020-04-08 bilateral tax treaties
are often to a greater or lesser extent based on the oecd model
convention among the distributive rules with respect to taxation of
income which are laid down in chapter iii of that model article 21
assigns the tax jurisdiction in respect of other income understood to
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mean items of income which are not dealt with in other provisions of the
tax treaty to the residence state in accordance with the main rule
underlying the oecd model thus ensuring that no income falls outside the
scope of the treaty this study provides a comprehensive analysis of
article 21 of the oecd model in extensive detail and with reference to
case law from a number of jurisdictions and to statements of various
authorities and official documents the author shows how article 21
operates in relation to the other distributive rules of the oecd model
and bilateral tax treaties based thereon the analysis considers such
items of income as the following in relation to article 21 income from
immovable property business profits profits from shipping inland
waterways transport and air transport dividends interest and royalties
capital gains and income from employment in addition the author examines
the significance of the oecd commentaries for the interpretation of tax
treaties the other income article in other model conventions and notable
deviations from article 21 among bilateral tax treaties an appendix
offers well grounded recommendations on how to potentially amend the
wording of article 21 and the related commentary and how the application
of the article can be improved although underexposed in the tax law
literature heretofore the other income article raises important
international taxation issues that remain problematic or unresolved tax
lawyers government officials and other interested professionals will
find here a penetrating analysis that goes a long way towards clarifying
the characterisation of income that resists the standard categories
defined in tax treaties
Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishments 2019-04-11
Transfer Pricing and Intangibles 2015-09-23
Other Income under Tax Treaties
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